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The affirmative feeling to witch the Nietzsche’s thought
aim is marked by forces. These, when they act set in motion all
sorts of oppositions and resistances. Thus, how bigger the urged
opposition, so much bigger an employed resistance. This process
strikes continuously and ever stronger, reaching points ever more
culminating of power. For this reason, the German Philosopher
brushes up the importance of life’s conditions, of those who face the
cutting air of highness, the winter hikes, the ice, the mountain-tops,
every species of sublime wickedness. These resistance situations,
when it acts in organism, generate a quantum ever stronger by
its consequent overcoming. Living this overcoming is interject
continuously resistance to limits and difficulties that show itself
shaped big happening to mark the several return cycles. Soon, only
the impetuous species, in physiology affirmative disposition, to be
able to overcome, interchanging between the resistance and its
prime experience, light, and jovial, as a rhythmic dance. These are
the redeemer species, who have in the philosophy the art that cures
the disease, who live the solitude not as escape, but as antidote
powerful to promotion of the big health [1-5].
Large events, which mark humanity, constitute stages of
the return cycle, and each stage leverages the game marked by
opposition and resistance from which the forces that promote
redemption arise. Humanity today lives, due to the pandemic, a
new cycle of return. How could this great event serve as yet another
redemptive antidote for humanity, in line with a rhythmic dance that
leverages great health? Faced with this gigantic pandemic event,
humanity suffers a frontal attack, aggressively attacking its fragile

security guards. Like a biting wind, a winter walk and a steep peak,
the pandemic shakes life in all its dimensions; be it the biological
dimension, as well as the political, economic, social and spiritual
dimension [6-11]. Life, understood organically, suffers failure in
its capacity for breathing, since all the pores through which the air
is communicated start to suffer obstruction; with this, the force is
neutralized, as there is no enjoyment for the reception of vitality,
nor discharge for the internal force to be externalized as creation.

Politically, life suffers, with the pandemic, an attack on its
management structure. For, one does not invest in a global
culture, but in national political madness, that is, a State that,
instead of thinking of itself, should think of culture, a culture that
favors strength. As a consequence of this self-centered State in a
decadent authoritarianism, this great pandemic event causes
impoverishment, since the creative forces are inhibited, and with
this, without production there is no wealth, whose lack comes to
be felt, in a special way, on the culture. The pandemic attack affects
life in its social dimension, since the practice of isolation is felt
as loneliness and the latter as an escape from reality. Although
compulsory, social isolation could serve as a trigger for the great
encounter with oneself, due to the capacity for self-affirmation. This
impossibility of the effort to affirm oneself due to the pandemic,
implies, finally, the spiritual emptying, and consequent denial in
the formation of free spirits, those who would be able to overcome
themselves, as affirmative psychological types [12-14].
In view of all the effects that the pandemic brings to life,
threatening it in its capacity for affirmation and creation, we are
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led to investigate the intricacies of Nietzsche’s physiology to find
clues that help us to think about concrete ways of overcoming
it. Therefore, the affirmation of life, through the overcoming of
oppositions, occurs through docility at each major event of return,
living in fullness, not with bitterness in the face of the heaviest
weight, but with joy and dance, making the gravity of the great
weight, lightness and affirmation. However, this disruption of
weight is only possible from the disconnection of the herd and the
cultivation of loneliness, not apathetic and headless loneliness, but
a cultivator of oneself, through the affirming and therapeutic art of
culture.
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